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Abstract :  In the morden world, Handwritten character recognition is a method extensively used and still it is very essential 

challenge. Conventional machine-learning techniques need hand craft feature vector extraction from raw data and its required skill to 

convert input pattern into descriptor which could used in classifier to make a decision for a particular class where it belongs. To handle 

herewith dilemma, the Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN) was introduced recently, had not required traditional feature extraction 

method, the network learned itself and had given the better result than usual classification methods. In this paper, off- line Gujarati 

character was recognizing using Convolutional Neural Network. This method has been shown a new era for Gujarati handwritten OCR 

and gave satisfactory result in the field of Gujarati Handwritten Character Recognition. In this approach, Gujarati Handwritten 

database was created, 5000 samples for numerals and 10,000 samples for alphabets. Experiment result had shown 95.10% and76.25% 
accuracy for  numerals and alphabets respectivly. 

IndexTerms - Handwritten Gujarati character Recognition, Convolutional Neural Network, Convolutional Layer, Pooling Layer, Fully 

connected Layer 

I. INTRODUCTION 

 

Nowadays, Recognition of handwritten characters in any language has been one of the most challenging and attractive research 

areas.  To extract amount written on bank check, postal address and zip code recognitions are very important application for Off-

line handwritten character recognition systems. 

Gujarati is mother language of Gujarat state in India and most of the government and private agencies in Gujarat are used 

Gujarati language for official work. Most of research work down in this area was focused on Gujarati Numeral Recognition using 
traditional feature extraction method.  In this paper, Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) was used for classification of 

handwritten Gujarati Numerals and alphabets.  Figure 1 shows Guajarati numerals and alphabets used for handwritten classification 

work. 

Numerals 

 
          Alphabates 

 
Figure 1 Gujarati Characters 

 

A CNN is one of the methods of Deep Learning which acquired an input image, allot significance (learnable weights and 
biases) to different part/objects in the image and be intelligent to distinguish one from the other. The pre-processing task is very less 

necessary in a CNN as compared to other classification methods. While in primordial techniques filters are hand-engineered, with 

enough working out on feature extraction, CNN network has the skill to study these filters/characteristics itself [1].        

CNN has unlimited accuracy as compare to traditional classifier like KNN, SVM etc, but it required very large database and 

high speed computational hardware. 

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 shows CNN used in different language by researcher next; Section 3 describes 
basic methodology and explains the CNN architectures in detail. Section 4 illustrates results and discussion. At last, section 5 

provides a conclusion base on experiment result. 

II. RELATED WORK 

Handwritten character recognition using Deep Neural Network is giving good accuracy compare to tradition classification 

techniques where feature extraction method totally depended upon algorithm designer. Handwritten Characters recognition of 

languages like English, Hindi, Devanagari, Arabic etc had given very stupendous accuracy using CNN. 

Shibaprasad Sen et al [2] were worked on online Bengali handwritten character recognition where 1000 Bengali character 

samples were used for training and testing purpose. The algorithm was classified the handwritten samples in different 50 

classes.Two stage CNN network was giving 99.40% accuracy of recognition. On the other handwritten [3] bengala digits standard 

dataset database had given 98.78% accuracy using CNN with Gabor filter  Shrawan Ram et al [4] , recognize devanagari 

handwritten characters with 96.9% accuracy. This paper was described network architecture with detailed role of each layer. Akm 

Ashiquzzaman et al[5] used CMATERDB 3.3.1 Arabic handwritten digit dataset in CNN model and got 97.4 % accuracy with 10 

different layer architecture. With help of the deep neural network and python programming language, Rohan Vaidya et al[6] had 

developed the android application which convert image of  handwritten documents into text script. Karishma Verma[7] et al 

proposed CNN model for handwritten Hindi character recognition and achieved 99.9% accuracy.  
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III. METHODOLOGY  

Gujarati character recognition was performed in three steps: database preparation, Formation of  CNN Networks, classification 

of handwritten samples. 

1. Database preparation 

There is no standard database was available for hand written Gujarati characters. The database was created by5000 samples of 

handwritten Gujarati numerals where each 10 numerals consist 500 samples and 10,000 samples of alphabets where 250 samples 

for each 40 alphabets.   

2. Formation Of CNN Network 

The CNN architecture mainly consist convolutional layer, pooling layer, subsmpling layer, fully connected layer and 

classification layer. All these layers are connected to each other to framing the CNN architecture. 

2.1 Convolutional  Layer 

Convolutional layer is the first layer of the CNN network. This layer is directly performed on the raw  input data. Figure 2 was 
described the process of convolution layer. Consider 6 X 6 input image as shown in Figure 2(a) and on this image 3 X 3 filter mask 

was applied which was shown in Figure 2(b). The convolutional layer was operated on input image as follows: 

 

 𝑦 (𝑎 +
𝑚

2
, 𝑏 +

𝑛

2
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𝑚
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Where x is  input image of size m X n, w is  the filter mask and y is the output image. 

 

Figure 2(c) shown the resultant output of convolution layer using the stride=1 of filter mask. Figure 2 was shown only single 

filter output, but in CNN network multiple filters with different mask were applied on single input image and generates multiple 

output images 

 
                                                           (a)                                             (b)                                        (c) 

Figure 2 convolutional layer Process 

 

2.2 Pooling Layer 

The second layer which comes after the convolutional layer of the CNN network is pooling layer, also called sub sampling 
layer. The pooling operation can be done by two ways, maximum pooling or average pooling. The main purpose of pooling layer is 

reduction in feature map size. The maximum pooling function is performed on input yi is follows: 

 

      M(𝑦𝑖) = max{𝑦𝑖+𝑘,𝑖+𝑙||k| ≤ 
𝑚

2
, |l| 

𝑛

2
≤  k, l ∈ N}            (2) 

 

Where k and l indicates numbers of rows and columns respectively. Consider value of k=l=2 and applied on Figure 2(c). 

Pooling Layer output was shown in Figure 3(b) where output image size was half of convolutional layer output image. 

 
                                                                                   (a)                                          (c) 

Figure 3 pooling layer output 

+ 

2.3 Fully Connected Layer 

Fully connected layer is the last layer of CNN network. This layer mapped output of pooling layers into number of 

classification layers. 

 

2.4 ReLU Layer 

ReLU called Rectified Linear Unit which perform non-linear operation where it execute element by element and substitute pixel 

which has negative values in the feature map by zero. 

     Output = Max(zero, Input)                     (3) 

 

2.5 Softmax Layer 

This layer emphasizes the biggest values of fully connected layers and minimizes values which are extensively below the 

maximum value and this way it transformed  all values into rang of 0 to 1. 

 

2.6 Classification Layer 

Classification layer classify the input image in the particular class which obtain highest value in softmax layer. 
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3. Proposed CNN Architecture   

In this proposed method, the CNN architecture contain total eight layers in which two convolutional layers, two maximum 

pooling layers,  two ReLU layers, one fully connected layer and one Softmax layer. 

 

 
 

Figure 4 Proposed CNN Architecture 

 

As shown in Figure 4, the proposed architecture was applied on two different input size data. The created Guajarati database has 

sample size 64 X 64. So, without resizing input image was applied to CNN network for training and testing. Then for better result 

sample images were resized into 96X96 in next time.  

To understand CNN architecture considers the input image size was 96X96. This image was applied to convolutional layer 1. In 

conv1 layer, 20 indicate number of convolutional filter mask of size 5X5, 1 specifies number of stride and 0 shows no padding. 

Right side indicates output of 92X 92 size 20 images. These images given to ReLU layers where all negative values of pixels are 

replaced by zero. Then images are applied to maximum pooling layer which reduced image size into 46X46. Then repeat same 

procedure with 40 filters. For numerals fully connected layers used 10 class while for alphabets used 40 classes. 

 

For implementation purpose this architecture was verify by two models : the fist model same as indicate in Figure 4 while  in 

second model number of filters were changed in conv1 with 40 filters and conv2 with 80 filters.  
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IV. RESULT AND DISCUSSION 

The experiment was conduct on Gujarati database of Numerals and alphabets using Matlab. The 80 % samples were given to 

train the CNN network and 20 % samples were used for testing purposed.  

 

Figure 5 was showing each stage output of proposed method. Here Guajarati numeral ‘1’ image was taken to demonstrate result 

of each layer. Convolutional layer 1 show 20 different images were given to ReLU and pooling layer. Pooling layers1 output show 

20 images where size of images are half and became darken because of ReLU layer. Convolutional layer 2 and pooling layer 2 

show result for 40 filters. Fully connected layer output shows how much digit ‘1’ matched with other digits. Finally softmax layer 

indicate the input image was digit ‘1’.   

 

 

Figure 5  Each stage output images with conv1 with 20 filters and conv2 with 40 filters 

 

 

Figure 6(a) Gujarati Numerals accuracy with input size 64X64 

 

Figure 6(a) and (b) shows accuracy for Gujarati Numerals with different input size of images. Using 40 and 80 filters in 

convolutional layers, Guajarati numerals were recognize with 95.10% maximum accuracy. Same way Figure 7(a) and (b) shows 

accuracy for Gujarati Alphabets and got 76.25% accuracy. 
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Figure 6(b) Gujarati Numerals accuracy with input size 96X96 

 
Figure 7(a) Gujarati Alphabets accuracy with input size 64X64 

 

 

Figure 7(b) Gujarati Alphabets accuracy with input size  
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V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

In this paper, new approach for Handwritten Gujarati Character Recognition had introduced. CNN network had increased 

accuracy with increasing the no of filters and also with increasing input image size. The proposed model gives 95.10% accuracy for 

Gujarati numerals and 76% accuracy for Gujarati Alphabets.This accuracy can be increased by adding more stages of convolution 

layers and using transfer learning approach of pretrained network like Alexnet, Vgg16,GoogLeNet etc.  
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